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Akira Ogawa, NHK (ABU)
CBS played host to the latest Forum in America’s
largest media market – New York City – on May
19th and 20th, 2015. Renowned Studio 41, in the
main Midtown broadcasting centre, was made
available to WBU members and partners from
around the world for both days. The location and
venue attracted wide participation in one of the
world’s undisputed
media capitals.

recognized slogan of “I AM AMSTERDAM,” was
McEwen’s coaching pronunciation for the new
name, as well as a rallying point to the broadcasting members to make the new focus a success, and
a reminder that “if you don’t change… you die.”

Taking advantage of North America being one of
the most dynamic regions for cutting-edge technology development as well as the new WBU-IMCG
leadership agenda, a
majority of Forum
sessions were dediBob Ross, the Presicated to new solutions
dent of the North
being adopted by
American Broadcastbroadcasters.
Expert
ers
Association
panel members en(NABA) and Senior
gaged each other and
Vice-President of East
the audience on a wide
Coast Operations for
range of topics includCBS, provided opening cellular bonding
ing remarks to the
technology, over-theparticipants. He emtop distribution (OTT),
phasized the willingcontent delivery netness of CBS to proworks, and IP delivery
vide active support for
initiatives. Traditional
the Forum’s initiatives
subject areas, such as
Akira Ogawa addresses delegates at last
and the effective diaencoding technologies,
month’s WBU-IMCG Forum in New York
logue between broadsatellite operator’s
casters and technology
available capacity, as
partners which can result from these opportunities
well as issues related to access of spectrum for
to meet and share solutions in this changing media
satellite operations and satellite interference, were
landscape.
also well represented in full panel sessions.
One of the most important announcements in our
recent history was made, following a panel session
on new distribution technologies, by Michael McEwen, Head of the World Broadcasting Unions’ (WBU) Secretariat. He introduced a new
mandate and name for ISOG, which defines a
stronger “big tent” approach for our group. Going
forward, our name will be the World Broadcasting
Unions - International Media Connectivity Group
(WBU-IMCG). It will be IMCG’s mission to unify
broadcasters together to solve problems with the
help of technology partners, regulators and other
associations. “I’M CG,” similar to the well-

Leaders in the field of cellular-bonding technology,
including TVU networks, LiveU, Dejero, Streambox, Verizon, Accelerated Media, and Network
Innovations, joined moderator, Mel Olinsky (CBS),
to kickoff an animated discussion by asking “What
are you doing to make your devices more reliable
during breaking news events as well as planned
events?” A key conclusion was that interests of
broadcasters are not limited specifically to cellular
bonding technology, but driving new device and
network solutions for all IP infrastructure, and also
supporting a range of media-transmission technoloContinued on next page...
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gies like satellite, microwave, and cellular.

Verizon Digital Media. They engaged with
moderator and counsel to NHK, Tom Gibbon, on a panel session focused on the
content delivery networks that support
OTT platforms themselves. A consistent
theme from the panelists and the audience
here was the requirement for investment in
supporting the growth of OTT applications
and providing a stable and high-quality
platform for current “broadcast quality”
video content as well as future 4K and
even maybe 8K applications.

views on newer standards for a compression and modulation scheme as a core
topic of interest for the broadcasting community, as well as the timeline for adoption in different broadcasting applications.

Bob Zitter, who in a former role at HBO
led the development of a video-ondemand platform using over-the-top distribution (OTT) technology, invited broadcasters on his panel session, including
Turner’s John Ball led a roundtable disABC/Disney, CBC/Radio-Canada, CBS,
cussion with participation from Eutelsat,
and Fox Networks to share their strategies
Intelsat, Northern Sky Research, and SES,
for OTT distribution. Rather than just a
on the changing supply and demand of
simple focus on the technology itself, the
satellite capacity from both the broadpanelists were generous in describing how
caster perspective as well as that of the
some of the most diffisatellite operator making
cult problems were not
investment decisions for
technical challenges, but
new satellite assets to
the dual requirement by
support the media busitheir companies to now
ness.
deliver content to multiple platforms (e.g., PC,
Hundreds of millions of
tablet, mobile phones,
US dollars are being
etc.) and support existing
invested in new satellite
business models for afassets using C-Band
filiates and their broadspectrum by satellite
cast networks. Audience
operators, but a specific
members asked specific
session moderated by the
questions regarding auBBC’s Cath Westcott
dience measurement for
showed that this C-band
OTT and tools being
spectrum continues to be
used by the panel’s exunder attack at the ITU
perts to measure viewer
and may be lost to the
behaviour, advertising
wireless mobile industry.
reach, and data analytics.
Participants from CBC/
Prior to the session, an
Radio-Canada, Eutelsat,
assumption may have
IBB, Intelsat, and Turner
been that these North
Bob Zitter and the IMCG’s “Over the Top Technology”
highlighted access to CAmerican broadcasters
panel, including representatives from ABC/Disney,
band spectrum as a key
all had similar strategies
continuing-priority
CBC/Radio-Canada, CBS and Fox Networks
with regard to OTT disagenda item for the
tribution. However, it became clear that
“I thought home runs only happened in
WBU-IMCG, which must receive support
each of the large companies represented
baseball” said Christine Ehrenbard (CBS),
from members in order to preserve C-band
had distinct models for what to support inwho noted that previous live broadcast of
satellite assets as a key broadcast platform.
house, or outsource, as well as different sporting events had few options for delivNigel Fry (BBC) also updated the Forum
approaches to their business models. OTT
ery — ordering processes were cumberon continued lobbying to coordinate efprovider Neulion detailed its experience in some, and costs were very high. In this
forts for mitigation of intentional interfersupporting live sports events with hypersession she moderated, it was clear from ence and the political and technical developments which are helping to combat this
accurate geographic distribution down to the members who participated (CBS
issue as a serious problem in some regions
the postal code of viewers. They also
Sports, Intelsat, MLB Network, Tata
of the world.
stressed opportunities to enhance tradiCommunications, and The Switch) that
tional platform offerings with ancillary
“home runs” are possible, and that these
Presentations by Amazon Web Services as
content channels as well as serving new
companies are doing much more with the
a new attendee of the Forum, as well as
niche markets given the low barrier of
new IP delivery technology options availthe Society of Satellite Professionals Interentry for OTT network deployment. This
able, at a much decreased cost, to support
national (SSPI) in the same session,
provided a contrast to the usual constraints
their internal and external clients.
showed the audience a willingness by
of traditional broadcast platforms.
IMCG to contrast new technology partners
While not a new topic for the Forum,
New industry participants, not traditionDave Chilson (CBS) engaged Adtec Digi- with those also interested in the traditional
ally represented at these Forums, included
tal, Ateme, Ericsson, Evertz, Harmonic, satellite industry.
Continued on next page...
Akamai, Digiflare, Level 3, Microsoft, and and Imagine Communications for their
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In conclusion, it is a privilege to lead the
WBU-IMCG during this exciting time of
rapid change for broadcasters, along with
my Vice-Chairs John Ball (Turner/NABA)
and Kazimir Bacic (HRT/EBU). I would
like to say thank you to CBS and our
sponsors for making a return to New York
a reality and hosting a very successful
event, as well as to NABA. In fact, I’d
also add that NABA’s strong relationships
with broadcasters in Canada and the US,
as well as their superior organization and
talented staff, like Anh Ngo, really made
this Forum in New York possible.
Japan Broadcasting Corporation (NHK) is
committed to dedicating time and re-

sources to support WBU-IMCG, and
in my role, together with the other
leaders of the group, we will continue
to be focused on our new “big tent”
mandate, and improving the platform
for sharing quickly-changing information and resolving common operational problems. Any feedback is welcome on what may be practical for
supporting our expanded goals. I am
also pleased to announce that BBC, a
long time WBU-IMCG supporter, has
extended an invitation to host the next
Forum on December 1st and 2nd, 2015.
I thereby look forward to seeing everyone towards the end of the year in
London. ∎

“job jar.” The items include the development of
a day-long OTT Seminar
for late this fall, a watching brief on IP production and delivery,
and a Joint NABA-DPP (the UK’s Digital Production Partnership) technical subcommittee to map out technical specifications for metadata on file formats.

Director-General’s Report
Michael McEwen, NABA

It has been a busy
time for both
NABA and the
WBU these last
few months.
All of NABA’s
standing committees and our
Board of Directors met during this period
with the bulk of the meetings in New
York the first week of June. It’s interesting for me as I review each committee’s
agenda how they have grown and broadened their subject matter over the past
few years.
This is a good thing and reflects the
members’ interest to have real deliverables coming from their commitment of
time and resources to NABA. The Secretariat can provide a platform and encourage participation, but at the end of the
day, it is the members who must drive
the agenda. So my thanks to all of you
who are working hard on these deliverables and ensuring NABA’s continued
relevance.
Our Technical Committee, in addition to
ongoing work in Spectrum for the World
Radiocommunication Conference later
this year (WRC-15) and transition planning for ATSC 3.0, has added a lot to its

As you may know, NABA and the DPP
formed a strategic partnership in April to
find a common North American solution
to multiple file formats based on the
DPP’s success in the UK. Much of the
technical and education work falls to the
TC. It’s a big project with an aggressive
timetable, led by the NABA-DPP Technical Specification Group and chaired by
Clyde Smith. This group will spend the
next three months to achieve this goal.
Similarly the Radio Committee has identified a couple of major projects they’d
like to achieve over the next year, including the creation of two working groups,
one for each of the committee’s top priorities – The FM Chip in Smartphones,
and the Expansion of Digital Radio. The
RC will also explore holding a half-day
Future of Radio & Audio Symposium in
Mexico City (alongside the NABA
AGM) early in March, 2016. It is honestly hoped that this will engage Mexican
membership in the RC, which has not
been easy thus far. When you think about
what the radio folks have accomplished
in a little over a year it is quite remark-

IMCG Chair Akira Ogawa, EBU’s
Vlastimil Benovsky and the
Secretariat’s Anh Ngo in CBS’
storied Studio 41

able, including the well attended and
regarded Future of Radio & Audio Symposium last February. Quite impressive
for a committee that didn’t exist 18
months ago! Read more on the RC’s recent successes, and future ones, from the
Secretariat’s Jason Paris on Page 4.
The Risk Awareness & Continuity Committee (RACC) is in the process of reorganizing some of its work to recognize
other forums whose work we can tap into
and not reinvent the wheel. A sensible
approach. The RACC also made a very
thorough and strong presentation on Cyber Security to our Board recently. It is
frightening to fully comprehend how
vulnerable we may all be to hacking at
the very least and to major attacks on our
production and broadcast systems on the
extreme end. Protocols, preparation and
good planning provide some defense. A
small team of experts will join the security people to look at how we can increase the security of our production and
distribution equipment. Important work!
The Legal Committee is about to enter
another round of discussions at WIPO
about a Broadcaster Treaty Diplomatic
Conference. There has been a significant
push by NABA and our sister Unions in
the WBU to make this decision happen
this year. We have been at this work a
long time, so it’s either progress towards
our goal with treaty language which reflects broadcaster needs, or it will be reContinued on next page...
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rethink time. This is vital for our NABA
legal people and the WBU’s Broadcaster
Treaty Working Group (BTWG). We
should get a sense of how this will pan
out by the fall.
Each of our committees share their work
with our Board of Directors and seek their
approval and direction. Again I find it
interesting to reflect that with broad and
diverse agendas from the committees, the
Board is getting the full gamut of issues
in broadcast operations and distribution.
And with that knowledge, a better sense
of the business case associated with each
of these issues and the impact on the
members’ company. It is a time of real
change in our industry, and yet at the
same time revenues are relatively stagnant, and in some areas shrinking. So the
pressure to do the same or more with less
is certainly a major factor in how we
move forward.
On the WBU front, it too has been a busy
time. Aside from the aforementioned
BTWG preparing for WIPO, their Tech-

nical Committee met last week in Krakow, Poland. This was our own Bob
Plummer’s first meeting as WBU-TC
Chair (Bob is Vice-Chair of the NABATC and the FOX rep. to that Committee
also). He has been working hard to coordinate a WBU approach to WRC-15 and
while you would think that protecting
broadcast spectrum for broadcasters
would be a no brainer for all of us, when
you look at regional positions in a global
context, it’s not so easy. The objective
has been realized though and we go to
WRC-15 united in our efforts. Enabling
FM and digital radio chips in smart
phones was on the agenda too and we’ll
talk more about our strategies to have
these chips enabled by the mobile industry in future NABAcaster editions. It was
a good debut for Bob in the Chair’s seat.
You’ll note a cover report from Akira
Ogawa, the Chair of the WBU International Media Connectivity Group
(IMCG), in this edition about their successful meeting last month in NYC
hosted by CBS in their “storied” Studio

Dialed-In to NABA’s Radio Committee

Jason Paris, NABA

Perhaps I was a bit of an oddball kid as I
did not care much for sports or the latest
Atari system. What I would actually find
fun is slowly turning my portable radio’s
AM dial in the wee hours of the morning
and discovering those magical ‘skywave’
signals from across the continent. I quickly
became an expert on late-night traffic on
New York City’s George Washington
Bridge (thanks WCBS!) and took a liking
to Tom Snyder’s folksy chats (thanks WLS
Chicago!). This did not win me many
friends at school, but that’s another story.
My love of radio was basically awakened
and cemented here. It felt the most personal to me of any medium and probably
influenced my thinking about music
(thanks CFNY Toronto!) and my city
(thanks CBC Radio 1 Toronto!) more than
anything I ever read or watched. This continues today as I listen to loads of programming from traditional broadcasters
(both public and private) and nontraditional sources (like the fantastic BBC
Radio 6 on my Apple TV and grabbing
some great podcasts off iPhone’s Monocle
app while commuting home on a Toronto

streetcar). So a year and a half ago when I
found out that I would be NABA’s coordinator of their newly formed Radio Committee (RC), I felt those sleepless nights as
a child were finally worth it!

To be honest, I was worried about radio’s
future as disruptive technologies were creating some stark headlines in the press
about the medium’s future. Nonetheless, I
always felt it was important, for so many
reasons, that despite whatever the future

41. The meeting saw a renewed mandate
and work plan, which is reflected in the
new IMCG name. The old ISOG brand
(International Satellite Operations Group)
has served us well for 30 years, but it was
time to recognize that being a broadcaster
in an IP world is all about “connectivity”
and everything that word implies. The
renewal process has been in the works for
about a year and Akira and his two ViceChairs, John Ball (Turner/NABA) and
Kazimir Bacic (HRT/EBU), have done a
terrific job. This meeting had more than
120 people registered and was one of the
most attended Forums in its history.
Finally, next week I meet with my counterparts the Secretaries and Directors
General of the broadcast Unions that
make up the WBU. This meeting, much
like a NABA Board meeting, is driven by
the Committees’ agendas. I’ll have more
about this meeting in our next edition of
NABAcaster.
In the meantime, happy summer to you
all! ∎

held that a robust terrestrial service was
still fundamental. With Julie McCambley
(CBC/Radio-Canada) as our Chair and
very solid Vice-Chair support from Paul
Brenner (Emmis Communications), I’m
happy to report that this little committee
that could is really starting to make a difference. While this long-time and dedicated radio fan is still a bit cautious, you
can now make that ‘cautiously optimistic’
about the medium’s future.
Much of its first year had the RC busy
organizing the inaugural Future of Radio
& Audio Symposium here in Toronto on
February 19th, however the RC is now
evolving into something broader. While
the Symposium was a tremendous accomplishment, both in terms of attendance
numbers and engaging content, it really
succeeded by doing what the committee
had creatively hoped it would – identify
the big issues affecting North American
radio broadcasters and elevating them right
into the RC’s agenda.
As Paul Brenner reviewed the Symposium
in the April-May NABAcaster he asked
“how can we be the change agents to enContinued on next page…
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ensure radio’s continued viability?” His
session according to PPM (Portable People
positive change agent for North American
answer was indeed multi-faceted but, surMeter).” Smulyan added that “the FM chip
radio.
prising to some, included doing a lot of the
regains the portability that has been lost
things radio broadcasters have always done
and returns the cool cachet.” In fact, the
“Consumers, especially younger ones, in– creating good and appealing programFM chip was mentioned by many CMW
creasingly expect to hear their preferred
ming, especially that which is tailored to
speakers (including keynote Mark Ramcontent when they want on the device of
local markets. Yet he also stressed the consay) at the two-day conference, and all but
their choosing,” noted FCC Chair Ajit Pai
tinued value in terrestrial broadcasting’s
one of these identified it as central to the
during his keynote at February’s Sympoefficient transmission systems, which no
sium. He furthered that broadcasters “need industry’s future. Even the one dissenting
other medium can come close to matching.
to be more aggressive, to package their opinion – Jeff Pollock – identified the
Despite this, challenges are here now and it
NABA-RC’s other priority – the expansion
content in different ways and to deliver it
is not a time for silo mentalities or general
of digital radio – as probably most central.
through a variety of means.” This too
complacency. Even though ratings and
could be taken as the modus operandi of Either way, or both ways, it seems the RC
revenues may be generally solid, there is a
is getting it right.
NABA’s Radio Committee especially now
huge need to innovate the consumer exas it has identified its two main priorities
perience in order to better compete with,
I’m not a broadcast engineer, and save for
moving forward – the FM Radio Chip in
and also complement, newer audioa stint in college radio, have never actually
Smartphones, and the Expansion of Digital
delivering technologies to the end user. As Radio.
worked for a radio station. However, deput by Brenner “radio
spite this coming from
delivered only on a single
a more layman’s posinumeric frequency protion than your average
grammed the same way it
NABAcaster entry, I
is now, is unlikely to be a
can quantifiably say
good long-term plan.”
that my learning exUpon reading the above, it
periences at recent
quickly became apparent
radio conferences, my
to me that a hybrid of doconsumption of radio
ing what radio does well
in all its new and old
now, while transitioning
forms, and my particicontent and efforts to inpation with this Comclude new technology
mittee, has made me
based on IP and other
confident that the
distribution channels (e.g.,
RC’s priorities match
digital radio, FM Chip in
that of the industry at
cell phones, etc.) are the
large. More to the
real means to a brighter
point, they are what
future. I’m happy to reneed to happen.
port that this is also the
Panelists on CMW Radio Interactive Conferences' “The View from the
focus of NABA’s Radio
As the full RC met
Executive Suite” panel, including Jeff Smulyan, CEO, Emmis.
Committee going forward.
recently (May 12th) in
Indianapolis to begin
the process of creating working groups to
Change and renewal can often be difficult.
Speakers at Canadian Music Week’s
address these priorities and to develop
As Frederic Douglas once quipped
(CMW) Radio Interactive Conference echsome viable, and frankly realistic, solu“stagnation is followed by pestilence and
oed many of these sentiments when they
pestilence is followed by death.” While met in Toronto a few months later on May tions to move them into reality, my confimaybe not completely appropriate to to7th and 8th. In fact, they augmented the dence grew and so should yours. North
point that it isn’t only the technology that
America was Ground Zero for the birth of
day’s still robust terrestrial broadcast radio
is changing and becoming more engaged,
terrestrial radio and also for many of the
environment, it probably goes without saybut also the audience, who are now better
developments which would follow in the
ing that change needs to happen and that it
referred to as “fans.” Giving people somecentury after. It may not be realistic to
happens better, and more smoothly, when
thing worth being a fan about is where
suggest that NABA’s Radio Committee
industry-wide cooperation is involved.
getting the FM Chip into all mobile phones will lead and thereby maintain the meActive input about the Radio Committee’s
(and having them turned on) checks many
dium’s position in the years that follow,
goals and priorities and continental coopbut there are many good reasons to suggest
eration via NABA’s three territories of the boxes that radio will need in order to
survive and thrive. For instance, it allows
that it may play a larger role than you may
(Canada, the US, and Mexico), coupled
applications such as Emmis’ NextRadio to
think. As they say, stay tuned!
with its relationship with sister broadcast
virtually re-write the user experience and,
unions (e.g., ABU, EBU, etc.), along with
as stated by their CEO Jeff Smulyan, is
And in case you are wondering, traffic is
its standing as a sector member of the ITU,
shown to “double the average listening
flowing well on the GWB tonight! ∎
puts us in a very good position to be a
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NABA Welcomes Pearl TV as a New Member
NABA is pleased to welcome Pearl TV as a new Associate Member.
Pearl TV is a partnership of U.S. broadcast companies with more than 170 network affiliated TV stations. We look forward to Pearl playing an active role with
NABA’s various Committees and Working Groups, particularly with their expertise on spectrum matters and also with developing transition strategies on the Next
Generation of Television.
Pearl TV brings to NABA a wealth of experience from America’s television station operators and this expertise will help us all in meeting the spectrum challenges for broadcasters in North America and in implementing the next generation
television services.

Dr. Héctor Oscar Amengual Retires from IAB
Last month, Dr. Héctor Oscar Amengual announced his personal decision to retire
as the International Association of Broadcasting’s (IAB) Director-General.
Dr. Amengual had a long and distinguished career in the industry, beginning as a
16-year old radio broadcaster in Uruguay and later cementing that with a law degree in the study of Comparative Law Broadcasting. Since 1992 he has been a
board member of the World Press Freedom Committee and also a member of the
WBU’s Secretaries and Directors General since 1987 through the IAB. He’s been
appointed by the IAB Board as a Member of Honour, in recognition of his outstanding career, and will continue as a Consultant of the Association.
Dr. Amengual has always tried his best to support the consensus and cooperation
of the sister WBU unions, including NABA, and his leadership will be missed.
We wish him nothing but the best as he enters this next phase of his life.
Dr. Juan Andrés Lerena has been appointed by IAB’s Board as their new Director
-General.

Jacques Alleyn’s Passing
A long time friend of NABA and a former General Counsel to CBC/RadioCanada died last month in Ottawa, Canada. Jacques Alleyn was a truly bi-cultural
man who believed in the public mission of CBC/Radio-Canada and advised Senior Management and the Board of Directors on everything from sporting rights
issues to governance with a few stops in between for lawsuits and copyright.
He was friends with former NABA President and Chair of the Legal Committee
Larry Loeb, and was a colleague and friend of our Director-General, Michael
McEwen for many years during his tenure at the Canadian public broadcaster.
Jacques will be remembered for his wonderful sense of humour and his elegance
with a phrase never to be forgotten. He will be missed by all who knew him.
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NABA Members & Issues in the News
 James Murdoch Becomes CEO of 21st Century Fox on July 1st
 CPB Analysis Shows Some Bright Spots for Public Television
 FOX (News Corp.) Moving Downtown Manhattan in 2020
 NAB Win: FCC Agrees to Keep Most Regional Office Open
 OTT Revenues Forecast to Hit $19B in 2019
 Cord Cutting Still Common, but OTT Soars
 Apple Wants Local TV in its Apple TV Service, Which Likely Means Delay
 CBS Links 13 More Station Groups to All Access
 Canadians are Increasingly Connected and Looking for New TV Opportunities
 Connected Devices Changing Viewing Habits
 Comcast, Time Warner Cable Nix $45B Merger Deal

Looking Ahead — Key Dates & Upcoming Events
Date

Event

Location

June 23

WBU Secretaries & Directors General Meeting (Hosted by EBU)

Prague, CZECH REPUBLIC

June 24

NABA-Legal Committee Meeting

[Teleconference]

June 25-26

EBU’s 74th General Assembly

Prague, CZECH REPUBLIC

June 29 - July 3

WIPO’s SCCR #30 Meetings

Geneva, SWITZERLAND

July 12-24

ITU-R, Study Group 6, WP 6A, 6B & 6C Meetings

Geneva, SWITZERLAND

July 13

ITU-D Regional Forum: Optimization & Efficient Use of Spectrum Cancun, MEXICO

August 17-20

CBU’s General Assembly

St. George’s, GRENADA

August 17-21

CITEL XXVI Meeting of PCC.II

Ottawa, CANADA

September 3

NABA-Technical Committee Meeting (Hosted by NAB)

Washington, DC, USA

September (TBD) NABA-Radio Committee Meeting

[Teleconference]

September 10-14

Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS

IBC Show 2015

A complete list of upcoming events is available at: www.nabanet.com/nabaweb/calendar/calendar.asp
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